Get Digital
Direction
Leaders are facing
increasing change.

Finding the right
balance is complex.

Getting it wrong
can be harmful.

Tech is changing at a fast pace,
creating opportunity for
companies that harness its power,
threat for those that don’t.

Capital and resources are limited
causing trade-offs in decisionmaking. To deliver the promise
of digital change requires:

Finding the right balance isn't
easy and the consequences of
getting it wrong are painful and
long-lasting.

The challenge is many business
leaders are not equipped to deal
with the complexity of digital
change.

New leadership
A resilient culture
New technical skills
New digital business skills

Wasted time and money.
Shattered confidence.
Increased change resistance.
Widening competitive gap.
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Digital leaders are 26% more profitable,
and generate 9% more revenue than other
large firms in their industry. (MIT)

In 2018, more than 50% of digital
transformation efforts stalled out completely,
and customer experience fell flat. (Forrester)

70% of digital transformations fail, most

While some industries are more digitally
mature than others, every industry we studied
has at least one digirati. (MIT)

often due to resistance from employees.
(Forbes)
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Digital Assessment & Improvement Program

Designed and delivered by digital veterans to help mid-sized companies with the
challenges of digital transformation.
Leading Practice Analysis: insight into your
company’s digital strengths & weaknesses.
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strategy culture execution

Project Portfolio: opportunities ranked
and sorted by complexity and payback.
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Roadmap: journey based on your company’s
needs, skills, culture and investment profile.
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Skills: skills and capabilities needed
to successfully execute the roadmap.
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Because time is money and you are too busy.
Experience and asking the right questions are the secret sauce.

Subject Matter Experts deliver targeted interviews to evaluate digital
capability markers, interpret findings, generate recommendations.
The DxPathfinder platform provides structure and acceleration.
Structure & Acceleration

Combined they deliver comprehensive answers and insights within weeks.

DxPathfinder conquers complexity.
Whether you are seeking a path forward, validation of your
current plans, or how you can go faster, DxPathfinder will
conquer the complexity and give you peace of mind.

Fast digital assessment process
week 1

SCAN

week 2

FOCUS

week 3

week 4

ANALYSE ANSWERS

Accelerate your digital journey.

Supported by a growing community of digital experts
with long experience working in companies like yours.

Patrick
Digital Execution
and Innovation

Joyce
Strategy Design &
Change Activation

Nic
Sales, service, CRM
and Digital Execution

Frédéric
Marketing and Digital
Strategy & Execution

25+ years B2B B2C

20 years B2B

25+ years B2B B2C

25+ years B2B B2C

Annelies
Change Management
& Organisational Dev

Sanna
Data and Artificial
Intelligence (PhD)

Tim
Data Driven
Finance Transfo.

Lorraine
Strategic
Communications

25+ years B2B B2C NP GOV

20+ years B2B B2C

25+ years B2B B2C

15+ years B2B B2C

Tom
Operations, SCM,
Business Intelligence

Yana
Customer experience
& Agile Management

Benoit
Procurement, SAP,
Office 365

Philip
Process Design
& Data Analytics

20+ years B2B B2C

10+ years B2B B2C

15+ years B2B

25+ years B2B GOV

Emma
Human Resources
Transformation

Arzu
Digital Execution
and Technology

Serge
Marketing
Automation

Ronald
Digital Change
Facilitation & Enablement

20+ years B2B

15+ years B2B B2C

25+ years B2B B2C

25+ years B2B B2C NP GOV

Accelerate your digital journey.

A new way forward
Explore where you are, should be, and how to get there. In an easy efficient way.

Answers Fast

Comprehensive Analysis

Weeks of targeted interviews, not
months of intrusive workshops.

Spans internal operations
and external opportunities.

Actionable Output

Affordable Cost

You will know where to improve,
where to start, and what it takes.

Leaves you room to invest
in digital improvements.

When to use DxPathfinder

Get Started

If no strategy or plan exists

Get Confirmation
Ensure your plan
doesn't have gaps

Optimise Investment
If financially
constrained

Get Answers
If struggling to
make progress

Provide Input

If launching a big
strategy exercise

Get Focus

When digital portfolio is
more than you can execute

Measure Progress

Periodic assessments
will reveal progress

www.DXpathfinder.com
Get in touch
Accelerate your digital journey.

